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Pseudo (Eclipse - GeoQuest) Tutorial & Coning Comparison

PSEUDO

Dynamic Pseudo-Relative Permeability Software

for input to the

Eclipse *

Reservoir Simulation Software **

vended by

Schlumberger (GeoQuest)

*   This tutorial is based on Grid version 1999a_1.
** Eclipse is Schlumberger (GeoQuest) software.
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Thank you for visiting www.EricLaine.com.

The primary purpose of this document is to serve as a memory aid for the author.
Thus, the author is also the target audience.  (In other words, the quality of the
composition is 100% sufficient for me to understand what I wrote.)

The secondary purpose is to share this tutorial with the public.  I appreciate the
possibility that the general public may have some difficulty understanding the my
personal abbreviations and my intuitive logic.

Please send your questions and your suggestions to EricLaine@compuserve.com.

Part of this tutorial is about PSEUDO.  PSEUDO is Schlumberger - GeoQuest
software for calculating rate-dependent pseudo relative permeabilities (Kr) and rate-
dependent pseudo capillary pressures (Pc.)

Part of this tutorial is about the cost effective use of pseudo curves.

Preface
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Pseudo relative-permeability curves (and sometimes pseudo capillary-pressure curves)
allow fine-grid layers, rows, and/or columns to be lumped into coarse grids WHILE
MAINTAINING THE SAME FLUID-FLOWS AND PRESSURES AS THE FINE-GRID
MODEL.  The benefit is reduced runtime (and reduced study duration.)

Several authors have presented methods for calculating the desired pseudo curves.
These range in simplicity from straight lines connecting endpoints to detailed
calculations based on the flowing phases and pressure between the fine-grid blocks
within each coarse-grid cell.

Some prefer to start with straight line and use their experience and judgement to make
appropriate (end-point and curvature) modifications.

Others prefer to use software to back-calculate representative pseudo curves from fine-
grid results.  This is appealing because it holds the potential for saving considerable
time and expense by predicting initial pseudo curves that work without modification.

Schlumberger - GeoQuest offers PSEUDO, a comprehensive utility package that back-
calculates pseudo curves from fine-grid inter-block flows.  It is possible that PSEUDO’s
curves are rate dependent.

Introduction
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The goal of this study is to test how well the pseudo curves produced by PSEUDO
(Schlumberger - GeoQuest) work without using engineering judgement to modify them.

Ideally, the initial pseudo curves will model accurate coning performance for a well with
a cylindrical, local-grid-refinement within a cartesian grid.  Ideally, the initial pseudo
curves will work equally well for a cartesian lgr with a cartesian grid.

This study finds that PSEUDO’s pseudo curves (like all other pseudo curves I have
used) require adjustment (based on engineering judgement) before it is possible to
reproduce fine-grid rates and pressures with a coarse grid.

Introduction - The Purpose and The Radial Model

This study uses a 90 x 1 x 135 radial model and Eclipse’ PSEUDO software to generate
Kyte and Berry pseudo curves (including pseudo capillary-pressure curves) for 10 x 1 x
15 and for 3 x 1 x 5 models.  The underlying data is from Weinstein, Chappalear &
Nolan’s data as presented in the Second SPE Comparative Study Project.

The Chappalear data is a 10-horizontal-layer (gas and water) coning problem.  The
porosities and permeabilities are homogeneous by layer.  The layers are thickest in the
aquifer and thinnest at the perforations.  The ratio of thickest to thinnest is about 20-to-
1, and the total thickness is 320 feet.  The outer radius is about 2050 ft.  The peak oil
rate is 1,000 stbd.
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Pseudo curves (can) reduce runtime without loss of accuracy.
Pseudo curves are used with coarse simulation grids.
The purpose of pseudo curves is to mimic fine-grid simulations.

There are several published methods for predicting pseudo-relative permeabilities.
The simplest method uses straight lines between end points.
The simpler methods are suitable for spreadsheet calculations.
The more complicated methods require cell-to-cell flowrates.
All of them seem have a strong empirical flavor.

Some empirical work successfully uses negative pseudo-relative permeabilities.
Negative pseudo-relative permeabilities can work better than positive ones.
The curves look odd.
Odd looking curves bother some engineers and managers.

It appears (at best) that all the methods provide a starting point.
There is plenty of opportunity to use engineering judgement:

To adjust end points, and
To adjust curvatures.

Normally this is an engineering-judgement process.
Sometimes saturation end points are adjusted.
Sometimes relative-permeability end points are adjusted.
Sometimes the curvature of the relative permeability is adjusted.
Sometimes the capillary-pressure end points are adjusted.
Sometimes the displacement (entry) pressure is adjusted.
Sometimes the capillary-pressure curvature is adjusted.

Introduction - Pseudo Curves Overview
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All the approaches appear to benefit from end-point scaling.

End-point scaling may be best know for controlling gas and water production at the
perforations.  This is typically done by specifying a set of (up to six) pseudo curves for
the perforations.  The six curves are for Krow, Krog, Krw, Krg, Pcow, and Pcgo versus
saturation.

End-point scaling also applies to cell pseudo curves.  The technique modifies:
critical saturations,
maximum relative permeabilities, and
entry (or displacement) capillary pressures.

The intermediate values are adjusted with linear interpolation.

It is also possible to modify the curvature of the relative-permeability and the capillary-
pressure curves.

Changing the exponents in the Corey equations is a straight-forward way to adjust
relative-permeability curvature.

Changing the “lambda” value is a straight-forward way to adjust capillary-pressure
curvature.  (See WorkBench.)

Introduction - End-Point Scaling and Curvature
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GeoQuest (Schlumberger) offers software (called PSEUDO) that calculates the (initial)
pseudo curves (including pseudo-capillary-pressure curves when appropriate.)
This tutorial documents the steps required to run PSEUDO.
Input comes from special files saved during a fine-grid simulation.

Initialization files (*.INIT,)
Restart files (*.X# # # #, etc.,) and
Pseudo definition files (*.PDF.)

This tutorial uses PDF files in the interactive mode with graphics.
PDF files may be used interactively without graphics, or in batch mode.

Pseudo restart files are significantly larger than non-pseudo restart files.
Inter-block flows are saved for every cell at every report (TSTEP) time.

This tutorial uses un-unified, formatted restart files (* . X# # # # )
PSEUDOS keyword defaults to un-unified, formatted restart files.
Perhaps other combinations will also work:

Un-unified, unformatted restart files (*.F# # # #),
Unified, unformatted restart files (*.UNRST), and
Unified, formatted restart files (*.FUNRST).

Output files include:
Work-space,  (*.WS), and
Pseudo table output,  (*.PTO.)

Simulation input file:
The*.PTO information becomes part of a coarse-grid *.DATA file (for Eclipse.)

Consider saving multiple versions of the output files until the pseudo curves are done.

Overview -  PSEUDO Input and Output Files
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Laine & Associates, Inc. LICENSE AND WARRANTY NOTICELaine & Associates, Inc. LICENSE AND WARRANTY NOTICE

LAINE & ASSOCIATES, INC.  (Laine) LICENSES THIS SOFTWARE TO YOU ONLY UPON THE CONDITION THAT YOU ACCEPTLAINE & ASSOCIATES, INC.  (Laine) LICENSES THIS SOFTWARE TO YOU ONLY UPON THE CONDITION THAT YOU ACCEPT
ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED IN THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT.  PLEASE READ THESE TERMSALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED IN THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT.  PLEASE READ THESE TERMS
CAREFULLY.  IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THESE TERMS, PLEASE DESTROY THE DOCUMENT(S) YOU HAVE DOWNLOADEDCAREFULLY.  IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THESE TERMS, PLEASE DESTROY THE DOCUMENT(S) YOU HAVE DOWNLOADED
IMMEDIATELY.IMMEDIATELY.

The software and documents which accompany this license (Software) are the property of Laine or its licensors and is protected byThe software and documents which accompany this license (Software) are the property of Laine or its licensors and is protected by
copyright law.  While Laine continues to own the Software, you will have certain rights to use the Software after your acceptance of thiscopyright law.  While Laine continues to own the Software, you will have certain rights to use the Software after your acceptance of this
license.license.

Except as may be modified by a license addendum which accompanies this license, your rights and obligations with respect to the useExcept as may be modified by a license addendum which accompanies this license, your rights and obligations with respect to the use
of this Software are as follows:of this Software are as follows:

YOU MAY:YOU MAY:

(i) have limited permission to copy and distribute this Software, but only for non-profit, personal use, provided there is no charge, fee,(i) have limited permission to copy and distribute this Software, but only for non-profit, personal use, provided there is no charge, fee,
etc. for said distribution, and further provided that all copyright marks and all references to Laine & Associates, Inc. and toetc. for said distribution, and further provided that all copyright marks and all references to Laine & Associates, Inc. and to
www.www.EricLaineEricLaine.com and to Eric Laine are included in the distribution;.com and to Eric Laine are included in the distribution;

(ii) agree that any decision to use some or all of the contents of this Software rests exclusively on your professional and competent(ii) agree that any decision to use some or all of the contents of this Software rests exclusively on your professional and competent
judgment of the suitability of this Software for your intended purpose.  Furthermore you understand and acknowledge that this Softwarejudgment of the suitability of this Software for your intended purpose.  Furthermore you understand and acknowledge that this Software
was originally intended only to be useful to the author, and that you may experience difficulty understanding or using this Software;was originally intended only to be useful to the author, and that you may experience difficulty understanding or using this Software;
and,and,

(iii) use the Software on a network.(iii) use the Software on a network.

LIMITED WARRANTY:LIMITED WARRANTY:

Laine does not warrant that the Software will meet your requirements or that operation of the Software will be uninterrupted or that theLaine does not warrant that the Software will meet your requirements or that operation of the Software will be uninterrupted or that the
Software will be error free.  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS ORSoftware will be error free.  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESSIMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ACCURACY, OMISSIONS, COMPLETENESS, CURRENTNESS, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ACCURACY, OMISSIONS, COMPLETENESS, CURRENTNESS, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.
THE AUTHOR EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY, WHETHER WRITTEN OR ORAL, THAT THISTHE AUTHOR EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY, WHETHER WRITTEN OR ORAL, THAT THIS
SOFTWARE WILL BE ERROR FREE OR UNAMBIGUOUS.  YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS AT YOURSOFTWARE WILL BE ERROR FREE OR UNAMBIGUOUS.  YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS AT YOUR
SOLE RISK,  AND YOU AGREE THAT ANY INFORMATION, SERVICE OR PRODUCT, WHETHER BASED IN PART OR IN WHOLESOLE RISK,  AND YOU AGREE THAT ANY INFORMATION, SERVICE OR PRODUCT, WHETHER BASED IN PART OR IN WHOLE
ON THIS SOFTWARE, IS WITHOUT WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED.ON THIS SOFTWARE, IS WITHOUT WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED.
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Laine & Associates, Inc. LICENSE AND WARRANTY NOTICE, continuedLaine & Associates, Inc. LICENSE AND WARRANTY NOTICE, continued

DISCLAIMER OF DAMAGES:DISCLAIMER OF DAMAGES:

IN NO EVENT WILL LAINE BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT OR SIMILAR DAMAGES,IN NO EVENT WILL LAINE BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT OR SIMILAR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS OR LOST DATA ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IFINCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS OR LOST DATA ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF
LAINE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION ORLAINE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION OR
EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSIONEXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION
MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. IN NO CASE SHALL LAINE'S LIABILITY EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE FOR THE SOFTWARE.MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. IN NO CASE SHALL LAINE'S LIABILITY EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE FOR THE SOFTWARE.
THE DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS SET FORTH ABOVE WILL APPLY REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU ACCEPT THETHE DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS SET FORTH ABOVE WILL APPLY REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU ACCEPT THE
SOFTWARE.SOFTWARE.

GENERAL:GENERAL:

The author has made a good faith effort to advise all vendors of the software used to develop this Software of his intention to share thisThe author has made a good faith effort to advise all vendors of the software used to develop this Software of his intention to share this
Software with others.  Those vendors have neither endorsed nor declined to endorse the contents of this Software.Software with others.  Those vendors have neither endorsed nor declined to endorse the contents of this Software.

Nothing in this Software will give you any right, title or interest in or to any ofNothing in this Software will give you any right, title or interest in or to any of Laine’s Laine’s trademarks, trade names, service marks, insignia, trademarks, trade names, service marks, insignia,
labels or designs, or any of the same, except a mere privilege and license during its term, to display and use the same according to thelabels or designs, or any of the same, except a mere privilege and license during its term, to display and use the same according to the
foregoing limitations.foregoing limitations.

Any and all opinions found in this Software are of the author.  The author reserves the right to modify any and all opinions as, if, andAny and all opinions found in this Software are of the author.  The author reserves the right to modify any and all opinions as, if, and
when new information is made available.  Factual input, whether supportive and dissenting, is welcome.  Your input will receive duewhen new information is made available.  Factual input, whether supportive and dissenting, is welcome.  Your input will receive due
consideration and will surely affect the author's future efforts.  The author expresses advance appreciation for the time and effort youconsideration and will surely affect the author's future efforts.  The author expresses advance appreciation for the time and effort you
devote to your communications.devote to your communications.

This is an agreement between you and the author regarding your use of this Software.  You agree by your use or possession of any orThis is an agreement between you and the author regarding your use of this Software.  You agree by your use or possession of any or
all of this Software to the conditions and limitations of this agreement.all of this Software to the conditions and limitations of this agreement.

This agreement is an integral part of this Software.  Failure to include this entire agreement in any and all distributions of this SoftwareThis agreement is an integral part of this Software.  Failure to include this entire agreement in any and all distributions of this Software
shall be a breach of this license agreement, and shall not sever, void, or nullify the meaning or the intention of this agreement.shall be a breach of this license agreement, and shall not sever, void, or nullify the meaning or the intention of this agreement.

This Agreement will be governed by the laws of the State of Texas.  This Agreement may only by modified by a license addendumThis Agreement will be governed by the laws of the State of Texas.  This Agreement may only by modified by a license addendum
which accompanies this license or by a written document which has been signed by both you and Laine.which accompanies this license or by a written document which has been signed by both you and Laine.
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The following applies to the fine-grid ECLIPSE input file (*.DATA) used to create output
for subsequent input to PSEUDO.

This tutorial does NOT use the following keywords (in the RUNSPEC section.)
SAVE, UNIFOUT, and UNIFIN

They are NOT required.
They are seem to prevent PSEUDO from running.

Use the PSEUDOS keyword (in the GRID section) to create *.INIT and *.X#### files.
The PSEUDOS keyword forces ‘RESTART=3’

in the RPTSOL keyword in the SOLUTION section, and
in the RPTSCHED keyword in the SCHEDULE section.

Use the ‘RESTART=#’ option with the RPTSOL keyword in the SOLUTION section.
Use the ‘RESTART=#’ option with the RPTSCHED keyword in the SCHEDULE section.

This tutorial uses ‘RESTART=2’
‘RESTART=1’  and  ‘RESTART=3’  should also work.

Use TSTEP (or DATE) keywords in the SCHEDULE section to specify report times.
This specifies when the restart (*.X####) files are written.

Pseudo-Curve Keywords Used in  *.DATA (the ECLIPSE input file)
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1. Open an X-Win32 session on the desired Unix Workstation.
2. Change into the directory with the fine-grid ECLIPSE output (and PSEUDO input.)
3. Type @PSEUDO  (or @pseudo.)
4. Select the desired version.
5. Select the memory size.
6. Avoid background (in order to run interactively.)
7. Select interactive, with graphics.

Starting PSEUDO

1

2

3
4

5

6

7
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Starting PSEUDO

2. Type 58 <cr> to select device 58 (X-Windows for PC/XVIEW)

1. Type <cr> to continue the list.
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Read the input data & define pseudo grid and wells.

1.  Type 1 <cr>

2.  Type CHAP90135-E <cr>

3.  Type  <cr>

4.  Type  2 <cr>
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Interactively define the coarse-grid dimensions

1.  Type 2 <cr>  to interactively define the coarse grid

2.  Type 10 <cr>  to pick 10, coarse, radial cells

3.  Type 15 <cr>  to pick 15, coarse, layers

4.  Type no <cr>  for Krx = Kry
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Which fine-grid radial cells belong to each coarse-grid radial cell?

1.  Type 9 <cr>  to set the 1st nine, fine, radial
cells to be the 1st coarse, radial cell

2.  Type 18 <cr>  to se fine-grid radial cells 10
to 18 as the 2nd coarse-grid radial cell

4.  Type 36 <cr>

5.  Type 45 <cr>

6.  Type 54 <cr>

7.  Type 63 <cr>

8.  Type 72 <cr>

9.  Type 81 <cr>   PSEUDO defines the final coarse-
grid, radial cell as the remaining fine-grid, radial cells

3.  Type 27 <cr>
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Which fine-grid layers belong to each coarse-grid layer?

1.  Type 9 <cr>  to set the 1st nine, fine layers
to be the 1st coarse layer

2.  Type 18 <cr>

4.  Type 36 <cr>

5.  Type 45 <cr>

6.  Type 54 <cr>

7.  Type 63 <cr>

8.  Type 72 <cr>

15.  Type 126 <cr>   PSEUDO defines the
final coarse layer as the remaining fine layers

3.  Type 27 <cr>

9. to 13.  81, 90, 99, 108, 117

16.  Type PRODUCER <cr>

17.  Type <cr> to finish identifying wells
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Define which pseudo curves to define ( with averaged critical values)

1.  Type 3 <cr>  to create the pseudo curves

2.  Type <cr>

3.  Type both <cr>

4.  Type yes <cr>

5.  Type <cr>  to pick the first *.X#### file

6.  Type <cr>  to pick the last continuous *.X#### file
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Save a workspace (*.WS now that pseudo curves have been created)

1.  PSEUDO reads 11 *.X#### files    (CHAP90135_E.X0001 throughCHAP90135_E.X0011)

2.  Type  <cr>  to continue

3.  Type 7 <cr>  to save
the work done so far.

4.  Type  <cr>  to save

5.  Type  <cr>  to save as
CHAP90135_E.WS

6.  Type  <cr>  to continue

8.  Type 0 <cr>  to return

7.  There are no PDFs yet

9.  It is wise to save a workspace
when interrupted.  It is then safe to
exit PSEUDO.

Later, restart PSEUDO and load
the desired workspace.
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Save all the pseudo curves (*.PTO)

1.  Type 8 <cr>  to save all 122 sets of pseudo
curves (Krw, Pcow, Krg, Pcgo, Krow, and Krog)

2.  Type  <cr>  to save normalized curves

3.  Type  CHAP90135_E.122 <cr>  to identify
*.PTO as including all 122 sets of curves

4.  Type <cr>  to continue

5.  *.PTO files cannot be reloaded.  Fortunately the *.WS used to generate the *.PTO can be loaded.
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Begin displaying pseudo curves by reviewing the index

1.  Type 4 <cr>

2.  Type 1 <cr>

3.  Type  all <cr>
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Index of pseudo curves

Each of the 150 coarse-grid cell has pseudo or
rock curves.  Also, the well is completed in two
cells.  Thus, there are 152 indices.

Each cell is identified by an index number.   
Index = i + (j-1) *imax + (k-1) *imax *jmax.

31 cells have the original rock curves (instead
of pseudo curves.)  This is why there are only
122 table numbers.

The last index and table numbers are for the
perforated cells and for the rock curve.

So far no curves have been assigned to sets.

So far no curves are in the display group.

2.  Type c <cr>

3.  Type  <cr>

It is up to the engineer to group similar pseudo
curves into sets.  The sets will (later)  be
converted into generalized pseudo curves.

The (reduced quantity of) generalized pseudo
curves will be exported as a *.PTO file.

The *.PTO file provides the data needed to
modify the Eclipse (*.DATA) input file.

This study uses PSEUDO to generate pseudo
curves for two coarse-grid models (10x 1 x 15
and 3 x 1 x 5.)
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Index of pseudo curves

WISDOM

It is easiest to manage the adjustment process when there is only one set of
pseudo curves.

Multiple rock types may require multiple sets of pseudo curves.

Try to reduce the number of pseudo-curve sets by combining similar rock
types.
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Hypotheses about sets (for generalized pseudo curves)

Hopefully the grouped sets of similar pseudo curves (for the 10 x 1 x 15 coarse-grid model) will
follow a logical pattern that represents the flow characteristics of the reservoir (model.)

Perhaps the perforated (completed) cells will be described by a single set of pseudo curves.

This coning example may have seven logical layers (based on initial conditions):
Gas cap, 90-k-Layers    1 to   6
Gas-cap transition zone (gas-oil capillary pressure,) 90-k-Layers    7 to 12
Oil zone above the perforations, 90-k-Layers  13 to 24
Oil zone in perforations, 90-k-Layers  25 to 36
Oil zone below perforations, 90-k-Layers  37 to 42
Oil transition zone (oil-water capillary pressure,) and 90-k-Layers  43 to 72
Aquifer 90-k-Layers  73 to 90

This probably simplifies to five logical layers when capillary pressures are negligible.

Cone growth will probably tilt the logical layers towards the perforations.  This suggests the need
for at least two radial versions of the generalized pseudo curves for each layer.  The following
table lists the radii for cells i = 1 through i = 10.

Radial cell # (i) rw 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Outer radii, ft 0.25 0.62 1.52 3.73 9.19 22.6 55.7 137 338 832 2050

A future cartesian grid might have horizontal-cell dimensions of 50 to 300 ft.  It would be
convenient of the generalized pseudo curves (in the radial direction) covered cells 1 to 6 and 7
to 10.  Another convenient arrangement would be cells 1 to 5, 6 to 7, and 8 to 10.

There may be other complicating factors:
Gas-oil and oil-water contact movement may blur the pseudo curves through time.
The pseudo curves may be rate dependent.

This suggests the possibility of modeling the 90 x 1 x 135 fine grid with a very coarse grid.
Possibilities include: 3 x 1 x 7 3 x 1 x 5  2 x 1 x 7 2 x 1 x 5

This study tests pseudo curves for 3 x 1 x 5 and 10 x 1 x 15 models.
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Add pseudo curves to the display group

The previous discussion (confirmed by a
significant amount of labor) hypothesized that
generalized pseudo curves tend to follow
layers.
This slide shows how to add adjacent coarse-
grid cells to the current display group using the
box option.
This box is for i = 1 to 10 j = 1 k = 2.

2.  Type 2 <cr>  to create the 1st set

3.  Type box <cr>

4.  Type 1 <cr>  for i = 1

4.  Type 8 <cr>  for i = 10

5.  Type 2 <cr>  for k = 2

6.  Type 2 <cr>  for k = 2

7.  Type  <cr>  exclude rock curves

8.  Type box <cr>
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Verify the display-group additions

2.  Type 1 <cr>

3.  Type  <cr>

4.  Verify the
selection

5.  Type  <cr>

WISDOM
The wise engineer reviews the index of pseudos
each time the display group is changed.
This compensates for the ease with which the
index, cell, table, box, etc. options can
add/deleted extra cells.
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Plot Krow versus Sw (for all pseudo curves in the display group)

3.  Type 58 <cr>

2.  Type Krow <cr>

1.  Type 9 <cr>

Krow vs Sw

5.  Type  <cr>
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Compare (display group) plots of Krow, Krw, Pcow, Krog, Krg, Pcgo

NOT
monotonic

Krog vs Sliq

Krow vs Sw Krw vs Sw

Krg vs Sliq

Pcow vs Sw

Pcgo vs Sliq

Decide whether or not the pseudo curves in this set are sufficiently similar.

Krow & Krog
are “similar.”
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Compare a display group with the manually generalized curve

Use engineering judgement to create a generalized pseudo curve
that represents a selected set of similar pseudo curves.

Krow vs Sw Generalized
Krow vs Sw
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Merging Similar Pseudo Curves (Fewer is Better.)

Option 5 (Merge Display Group) automatically converts the curves in the display group
into a single file.  There is now one more set of pseudo curves.  Option 5 seems to
give good results over 90% of the time.  CAUTION: There is NO UNDO for option 5.

Option 8 (Apply Monotonicity Check to Display Group) forces the curves in the display
group to be monotonic (because Eclipse requires monotonic relative-permeability and
capillary-pressure curves.)  CAUTION: There is NO UNDO option 8 command.
CAUTION: It appears that option 8 misses some non-monotonicity.

Option 10 (Supply Curve)
 gives the user more control,

lets the user to manually merge similar pseudo curves,
allows the user to skip options 5 and 8,
should be plotted, verified, and edited BEFORE using as Eclipse input,
is labor intensive.

I made 11 pseudo-curve sets for the 10 x 1 x 15 model with option 10. 
11 curves = 9 pseudo + 1 original rock curve + 1 well-perforation.

See :\Laine \U_guides \Sim \Eclipse \BlackOil \Pseudo \10x15-11.xls.

Options 5, 6, 8, & 10 modify all the pseudo curves for all the cells in the display group.

Option 6 (Replace Display Group) replaces the entire, current, display group with a
single set of pseudo curves. There are now fewer sets of pseudo curves.  All new
*.PTO files will include the merged curves and exclude the individual curves that were
used to create the merged curve. CAUTION: There is NO UNDO for option 6.
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SAVE A WORK SPACE FROM TIME TO TIME

WISDOM
The wise engineer frequently saves the workspace.  This makes it possible to UNDO the
undo-able (by exiting and restarting PSUEDO.)    Merge, Monotonize, Replace, & Supply
Curves cannot be undone.
The following example was made after merging (but before replacing) 10 display groups.
Thus there were 132 ( = 122 + 10) indices.

2.  Type 7 <cr>
3.  Type 2 <cr>

4.  Type CHAP90135_E.132 <cr> to save the
(in-progress version of the 132-table) *.WS file.
Note: *.WS files are binary files.

5.  Type 0 <cr>
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SAVE A PSEUDO TABLE OUTPUT FROM TIME TO TIME

2.  Type yes <cr>

1.  Type 8 <cr>

3.  Type  <cr>

4.  Type  <cr>

5.  Type 10 <cr> to quit
 PSEUDO (for now)

WISDOM
Remember to use option 6 (menu 4) to replace each display group with its respective merged
(or supplied) curves BEFORE using menu 8 to create a *.PTO file.  This would have replaced
all 121 of the initial pseudo-curve sets with the 10 supplied (or merged) pseudo-curve sets.
(Set 122 is the original rock curves.)  This said, the *.PTO’s root filename might have been
CHAP90135_E.1015.11.  This would have identified the source model (90x1x135) the coarse-
grid (10x1x15) and the number of saturation tables (11) in the *.PTO file.

WISDOM
This is “interruption” insurance for meetings and for
the end of the day.
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Generalized Sets of Pseudo Curves

The following table summarizes the pseudo-curve sets used to supply (manually merge) the
generalized pseudo curves (Krow, Krw, & Pcow vs Sw  plus Krog, Krg , & Pcgo vs. Sliq.) 

Supplied,
Indices i j 15-layer-k 90-layer-k Tables Set Generalized
1 to 10 1 to 10 1 1 1 to 6 122 0 rock curves
11 to 19 1 to 9 1 2 7 to 12 1 to 9 1 1001

20 10 1 2 10 1 1001
cell 10,1,2 (a remote cell) was forced into set 1, in spite of poor Krow and Krog matches.

21 to 28 1 to 8 1 3 13 to 18 11 to 18 2 1002
29 to 30 9 to 10 1 3 19 to 20 0 use rock curves
31 to 37 1 to 7 1 4 19 to 24 21 to 27 3 1003
38 to 40 8 to 10 1 4 28 to 30 4 1004
41 to 47 1 to 7 1 5 25 to 30 31 to 37 5 1005

48 8 1 5 38 5 1005
cell 8,1,5 (blurred by goc motion) forced into set 5, in spite of poor Krow & Krog matches.

49 to 50 9 to 10 1 5 39 to 40 5 1005
51 to 53 1 to 3 1 6 31 to 36 41 to 43 6 1006

cells 1-3,1,5 (blurred by goc motion) are more like gas cap than oil zone.
54 to 55 4 to 5 1 6 44 to 45 7 1007

cell 4-5,1,5 (blurred by goc motion) are more like oil zone than gas cap.
56 to 60 6 to 10 1 6 46 to 50 8 1008

61 1 1 7  37 to 42 122 0 rock curve
62 to 70 2 to 10 1 7 51 to 59 8 1008
71 to 80 1 to 10 1 8 43 to 48 60 to 69 8 1008

81 1 1 9 49 to 54 70 6 1006
82 to 85 2 to 5 1 9 71 to 74 9 1009
86 to 90 6 to 10 1 9 75 to 79 8 1008
91 to 130 1 to 10 1 10 to 13 55 to 78 80 to 119 9 1009

131 to 150 1 to 10 1 14 to 15 79 to 90 122 0 rock curves
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Generalized Sets of Pseudo Curves

The following table summarizes the pseudo-curve sets used to supply (manually merge) the
generalized pseudo curves (Krow, Krog, Krw, Krg, Pcow, and Pcgo.) 
Indices well name i j 15-layer-k 90-layer-k Tables Set Generalized
151 Producer 1 1 7 37 to 42 120 10 1010
152 Producer 1 1 8 43 to 48 121 10 1010

The manual-merge is an average of the two perforation curves.  This may affect the gas production
(which is known to be sensitive to grid resolution.)

Layers one through three exhibit significantly different pseudo curves.  These differences indicate that
the gas-oil transition zone (layer 2) is unique.  Similarly, the oil-water transition zone (layers 10 to 12)
are significantly different than either the oil zone or the aquifer.  It happens that layer 13 (the top of the
aquifer) is more like the transition zone than the aquifer.
In conclusion, the evidence points to a 9-layer (rather than a 7- or a 5-layer) very-coarse-grid model.

None of the underlying curves were either merged nor monotonized.  There are 10 more indices (1001
to 1020) representing the 10, generalized sets of pseudo curves.
Each of the 10 generalized pseudo curves was created using Options 5 and 6 (menu 4.)
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Error Handling in Generalized Sets of Pseudo Curves

WISDOM
There are no UNDO and no DELETE features for the generalized pseudo curves.
Generalized pseudo curves 1005 and 1007 were supplied with flaws.

They cannot be modified.
The cannot be deleted.

SOLUTION: 1007 was recreated as 1011.

SOLUTION: 1005 was manually edited in the *.PTO file.
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Payout for generalized pseudo curves

It took about four days to analyze PSEUDO’s output and to generalize the the pseudo
curves.  (Perhaps one day was for learning PSEUDO’s operation and limitations.)  This was
a 3-day investment. Unfortunately, it might take another 3 to 7 days to adjust the pseudo
curves to match the fine-grid output.  Thus, each set of pseudo curves might require a 5 to
10-day investment.
The payback is time saved during the computer-simulation portion of the study.
How much time can be saved?
Big studies typically involve overnight runs.  A common tactic is to size the model and
computer to complete one run in under 16 hours.  The computer runs from 4 p.m. to 8 a.m.
This gives the engineer 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. to evaluate the results and plan the next run.
The next productivity step is two runs per day.  This requires run times under four hours.
This gives the engineer 7 a.m. to 10 a.m. to evaluate the results and plan the next run.  This
also gives the engineer 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. to evaluate the results and plan the next run.
Two daily 4-hr runs is a compressed schedule.
It is possible to make three (or more) daily runs.  This requires small, simple models with
runtimes of one hour or less.  The limitation is the time required to evaluate results and plan
the next run.
The following table (subjectively) summarizes the relationship between runtime & runs / day.

Runtime < 0.25 hr 0.25-1 hr 1-4 hour 4-16 hour >16 hour
Runs /day >8 4-8 2-4 1-2 <1

This provides a basis for judging the payout of an investment in generalized pseudo curves.
A previous table suggests that a 75% runtime reduction (16 * 25% = 4 hrs /run) nominally
doubles the number of daily runs.
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Payout for generalized pseudo curves

The results of a previous runtime study (see CHAP_E.ppt) indicate runtime reductions of at
least 75% occur when the number of cells is cut in half.  It is easy to halve the number of
cells by using generalized pseudo curves.
Naturally, pseudo-curve predictions must closely match the fine-grid (rock-curve) runs.
Major studies nominally require 100 runs for history matching.

Study duration is heavily affected by several factors:
Quality of input data.
Quantity of input data already electronically formatted as input data.
Number of wells.
Number of years of production data.
Number of future-development scenarios.

 Size of the report.
Study duration might span 4 to 18 months.

 Cutting run time to 4 hours (from 16 hours) could save 50 days (about two months.)
If one set of grid-block pseudo curves adequately describes the entire field, and
if similar wells can share a modest number of well-perforation pseudo curves, and
if it only takes 10 days to validate the pseudo curve,
then there is a big (40-day) saving.
However, a 10-day coning study may include only 4 days of simulation.  A 4-day investment
in generalized pseudo curves would be unacceptable.

Herein lies the challenge.  The challenge is to reduce the time required to develop
generalized pseudo curves.
The goal is to complete the task in less than one day.  This seems possible.
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Merging similar pseudo curves.

Use Option 2 to put a set into the display group.

5.  Type 6 <cr>

Use Option 2 to put the appropriate supplied curve (Option 19) into the display group.

Use Option 1 to verify that the correct tables are in the display
group.

6.  Type 1001 <cr> (1001 is the index number of the supplied curve for set 1.

Option 6 (Replace Display Group) replaces the display group with the index of the
supplied curve (PROVIDED) the user is satisfied that the supplied curve is adequate.
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Verify the merge

2.  Type  <cr>

Note the new table number.
113 = 122(prev tot) -10(=set 1) +1(index 1001.)

1.  Type 1 <cr>

4.  Type  <cr>
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SAVE A WORK SPACE FROM TIME TO TIME

2.  Type 7 <cr>

3.  Type 2 <cr>

4.  Type CHAP90135_E.11 <cr> to save the
(in-progress version of the 132-table) *.WS file

WISDOM
The wise engineer frequently saves the workspace.
This makes it easier to UNDO the undo-able

Merges cannot be undone.
Monotone cannot be undone.
Supplied curves cannot be undone.

5.  Type 0 <cr>
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SAVE A PSEUDO TABLE OUTPUT FROM TIME TO TIME

2.  Type  <cr>

1.  Type 8 <cr>

3.  Type  <cr>

4.  Type  <cr>

5.  Type 10 <cr> to quit PSEUDO (for now)
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The 10 x 1 x 15 Model  - 11 Sets  &  3 Sets of Pseudo Curves.

See 10x15-11.xls for tabular and chart versions of the 11 sets of pseudo curves.
The 11 sets include:

1 set of original rock curves,
1 set of well-perforation pseudo curves.
9 sets of cell-block pseudo curves.

There are 11 saturation tables for:
Krw and Pcow versus Sw. (Keyword = SWFN.)
Krg and Pcgo versus Sliq. (Keyword = SGFN.)
Krow and Krog versus Sw. (Keyword = SOF3.)

There is one SATNUM table that assigns pseudo-curve tables to grid cells.
The COMPDAT keyword assigns well-perforation pseudo-curve tables.

See 10x15-03.xls for tabular and chart versions of the three sets of pseudo curves.
The 3 sets include:

1 set of original rock curves,
1 set of well-perforation pseudo curves.
1 set of cell-block pseudo curves.
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10x15-11.xls   -  11 sets of Pseudo Curves  (1 of 7.)
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10x15-11.xls   -  11 sets of Pseudo Curves (2 of 7.)
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10x15-11.xls   -  11 sets of Pseudo Curves (3 of 7.)
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10x15-11.xls   -  11 sets of Pseudo Curves (4 of 7.)
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10x15-11.xls   -  11 sets of Pseudo Curves (5 of 7.)
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10x15-11.xls   -  11 sets of Pseudo Curves (6 of 7.)
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10x15-11.xls   -  11 sets of Pseudo Curves (7 of 7.)
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10x15-3.xls   -  3 sets of Pseudo Curves  (1 of 4.)

Well-Perf Pseudo Curves Cell-Block Pseudo Curves Original Rock Curves

Krw
 & Pcow
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10x15-3.xls   -  3 sets of Pseudo Curves (2 of 4.)

Well-Perf Pseudo Curves Cell-Block Pseudo Curves Original Rock Curves

Krg & Pcgo
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10x15-3.xls   -  3 sets of Pseudo Curves (3 of 4.)

Well-Perf Pseudo Curves Cell-Block Pseudo Curves Original Rock Curves

Krow
 & Krog
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10x15-3.xls -  Map of Saturation Table Numbers  (4 of 4.)

Perfs
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PSEUDO Errors

CAUTION: Some of PSEUDO’s generalized curves contained ECLIPSE errors.
Typical errors included:

non-monotonic curves and
inconsistent Swc values (i.e., Swc-Swc should be zero.)

The easy way to deal with this was to let ECLIPSE give error messages.

WISE ENGINEERS PROOFREAD EVERY LINE OF EACH INPUT FILE.
WISE ENGINEERS UNDERSTAND EVERY LINE OF EACH INPUT FILE.

Admittedly this is motivation by fear.  The fear is that predictions based on faulty input
will be used to make operational recommendations to management.
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10 x 1 x 15 - Modify ECLIPSE Input Files

Make two kinds of changes to ECLIPSE *.DATA files when using pseudo curves.
1. Replace the rock-curve tables with the pseudo-curve tables.
2. Adjust to coarse-grid dimensions (from fine-grid dimensions.)

Copied from data / pseudo / chap1015_p / CHAP1015_P.DATA
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3 x 1 x 5  - Modify ECLIPSE Input Files

Make two kinds of changes to ECLIPSE *.DATA files when using pseudo curves.
1. Replace the rock-curve tables with the pseudo-curve tables.
2. Adjust to coarse-grid dimensions (from fine-grid dimensions.)

Copied from data / pseudo / chap3_5_p / rock_perf / CHAP3_5_P.DATA
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Discussion   -  Introduction

Three groups of four charts present the results.
The same 12 charts are repeated for each ECLIPSE (simulation) run.
The three groups are: ratios, rates, and cumulative production.

The ratio group includes:
water cut,
produced gas-oil ratio, and
flowing bottom-hole pressure.

The rate group includes:
oil rate,
water rate,
gas rate, and
enlarged Pwf highlights the switch to Pwf control (from oil-rate control.)

The cumulative group includes:
total oil,
total water
total gas production, and
average field pressure.

There are six pseudo curves for each coarse-grid cell and each perforation.
Four are for relative permeability (Krw, Krg, Krow, and Krog.)
Two are for capillary pressure (Pcow and Pcgo.)
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Discussion   -  General

All of the initial pseudo curves provide good starting points.
All the initial pseudo curves will require manual adjustment before the coarse-grid
reproduces the fine-grid results.
The numbers of pseudo curves (66 and 78) imply considerable (and very likely
prohibitive) labor will be required to make the manual adjustments.

The initial match is better with the 11 sets of manually-grouped pseudo-curves
developed for the 10 x 1 x 15 model.
Even though this is concrete evidence of my skill, I must acknowledge that it took more
than three days to produce the 11 sets.
Past experience says it will take at least one day to manually modify each set of
pseudo curves.  Thus, 11 sets will likely take more than 11 days of manual adjusting.
This suggests that while PSEUDO is a great tool there is a practical limit to the number
of cost-effective pseudo curves.

Perhaps it is more cost effective to start with straight-line pseudo-curves.  This puts the
engineer in a better position to adjust curvatures with Corey exponents and with the
lambda factor (WorkBench.)

WISDOM
The ultimate goal is to have only three sets of (up to six) curves.  This is 1 set of rock
curves, 1 set of cell-block pseudo curves, and 1 set of well-perforation pseudo curves.
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Discussion   -  Non-Physical Adjustments

The discussion about the 11-pseudo-curve case opens the topic of adjusting the well
productivity index (well-completion factor) as a way to get coarse-grid results to match
the fine grid output.

Adjusting the productivity index seems to lack a physical basis.

At least two PhDs demonstrated superior matches with non-physical changes.
This was an academic study of negative relative permeability.

This implies reverse flow from low pressure to high pressure.

My own experience indicates non-physical adjustments can provide a good match.
That experience met substantial resistance from more experienced engineers.
An equal match was achieved with a more conventional relative permeabilities.

Perhaps it is better to find a match that has a comfortable physical meaning.
This provides the audience (chiefs, managers, and officers) with more comfort.
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Discussion   -  Pseudo-Curve Cases

This study generated three pseudo-curve cases:
11 saturation tables for the 10 x 1 x 15 model,
13 saturation tables for the 3 x 1 x 5 model, and
3 saturation tables for the 10 x 1 x 15 model.

Each pseudo-curve case has a discussion that precedes 12 charts.
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Discussion   -  10 x 1 x 15  Model (11 Saturation Tables)

All the charts indicate the well canNOT sustain the 1,000 stbd production rate.  The
charts also indicate significantly less water coning and significantly less gas coning.
This intuitively seems more likely to be a relative-permeability issue than a capillary-
pressure issue.  (The scope of this study excludes testing the hypothesis.)

There are at least three possible explanations:
The well-perforation pseudo curves are too restrictive,

This seems the most likely of the three
See the discussion of the 3 x 1 x 5 model results for more of this topic.

The cell pseudo curves are too restrictive, or
It is difficult to guess which of the 36 relative permeability curves to change.
An alternative is to create a single set of pseudo curves for the entire grid.

The productivity index need to be increased.
              My experience suggests that even though this may work, it is non-physical.

See the discussion of the 3 x 1 x 5 model results for more of this topic.
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10 x 1 x 15 Model  (11 Saturation Tables)  -  Ratio Charts
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10 x 1 x 15 Model  (11 Saturation Tables)   -  Rate Charts
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10 x 1 x 15 Model   (11 Saturation Tables)  -  Cumulative Charts
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Discussion   -  3 x 1 x 5  Model (13 Saturation Tables)

The 3 x 1 x 5 model includes two additional cases:
Replace the well-perforation pseudo curves with the original rock curves, and
Increase the well productivity by 10,000 percent (a factor of 100.)

All the charts indicate the well’s ability to sustain the 1,000 stbd oil-production rate is
significantly influenced by the well-perforation pseudo curves.
The pseudo curves (from PSEUDO) predict a dry hole.
Substituting the original rock curves for the well-perforations predicts the well comes
much closer to sustaining the target oil rate.
First guesses for improving the oil rate include:

Increasing the Krow and/or Krog values, and
Reducing the residual So.

Using the original rock curves for the well-perforations over predicts both water coning
and gas coning.
This is consistent with my experience to date.
A basic way to limit coning (delay breakthrough) is to modify the saturation end points.
This means increasing critical Sw and increasing critical Sg.

It is valuable to note that the 100-fold productivity increase had no effect when
PSEUDO’s well-perforation pseudo curves are used.
This conveniently removes the temptation to make a non physical change.
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Conjecture   -  3 x 1 x 5  Model  (13 Saturation Tables)

Analysis of the following charts suggests the possibility of adjusting only the well-
perforation pseudo curves when matching coarse-grid and fine-grid results.

Intuition suggests it may be unwise to use the local properties of a well to
compensate for the distributed flow characteristics of a large area.

The limited scope of this study prohibits studying the following hypotheses.

Analysis of the following charts also suggests the strong possibility of matching
coarse and fine model performance by using only a single set of adjusted, grid-
block, pseudo curves.

This is consistent with my personal experience.
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3 x 1 x 5 Model   (13 Saturation Tables)  -  Ratio Charts
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3 x 1 x 5 Model   (13 Saturation Tables)  -  Rate Charts
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3 x 1 x 5 Model   (13 Saturation Tables)  -  Cumulative Charts
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Discussion   -  10 x 1 x 15  Model   (3 Saturation Tables)

Using a single pseudo curve for the cells (supplemented the original rock curves in the
gas cap and in the aquifer) looks like a big improvement.  Two sets of saturation tables
now apply to all the grid blocks.
It may be better to eliminate the rock curves and have only one set of pseudo curves.
This leaves the engineer with a manageable number of parameters to adjust.
Now all the charts indicate the well sustains the 1,000 stbd oil-production rate TOO
LONG.  The charts also indicate gas coning is closer to a match than water coning.
Both coning rates peak when the well switches from oil-rate control to flowing-bottom-
hole-pressure control.
The water rate starts high and stays high.
The gas rate starts about right but soon drops below the (90x1x135) match line.

Notice that the changing the well-perforation curves has no noticeable effect.
This points to adjusting the cell pseudo curves as a (good) way to match the fine-grid
predictions with a coarse grid.

An intuitive sequence starts with Krow and Krog reductions (to match the switch from
oil-rate control to flowing-bottom-hole-pressure control.)  Then reduce Krw (to match
the water cut.)  Then increase Krg while increasing the curvature (to maintain the early-
time gas rate.)
In reality, each change may substantially interact with other characteristics.  (If it was
easy, anybody could do this.)
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Discussion   -  10 x 1 x 15  Model   (3 Saturation Tables)

WISDOM
It may be better to eliminate the rock curves and have only one set of pseudo curves.
This leaves the engineer with the minimum number of parameters to adjust.

one set of grid-block pseudo curves, and
one set of well-perforation curves.

A reality of pseudo curves is that everybody would be able to do it if it was easy.
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10 x 1 x 15 Model  (3 Saturation Tables)  -  Ratio Charts
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10 x 1 x 15 Model  (3 Saturation Tables)  -  Rate Charts
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10 x 1 x 15 Model  (3 Saturation Tables)  -  Cumulative Charts
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Summary and Conclusions

This tutorial provides good guidance to the novice and the casual PSEUDO users.

PSEUDO is a quick way to get sophisticated starting points for pseudo curves.

It is important to resist the temptation to overly complicate the adjustment process.
All pseudo curves need adjustment before coarse-grid and fine grid results match.

Try to combine entire rock regions with a single set of cell pseudo curves.
Try to combine all wells with a single set of well-perforation pseudo curves.

First adjust the cell (grid-block) pseudo curves to match coarse and fine results.
Lastly, adjust the well-perforation pseudo curves to match water and gas coning.

It may be more cost effective to use end points and Corey’s equations for the
relative-permeability portion of the adjustment process.
It may be more cost effective to use the lambda factor for the capillary-pressure
portion of the adjustment process.
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Appendix - 90 x 1 x 135 Simulation Results Table


